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ABSTRACT
This work presents the fundamental ice collection experiments conducted under rarefied
flow regime to develop a high-capacity cryogenic heat pipe for ice recollection on the Moon’s
surface. Preliminary ice collection experiments are conducted under cryogenic vacuum
environment of 1.5 × 10-2 Torr and -60 °C. The characterization of water vapor sublimation rates
from icy lunar regolith (JSC-1A) at various heating powers is established by utilizing a cryogenic
thermal vacuum chamber (T-VAC). A custom-built engineered cold plate is designed,
manufactured and tested at various degrees of subcooling and vapor sublimation rates. A thin film
heater is embedded within the cold plate to generate thin vapor lubrication layer and delaminate
bulk ice from the cold plate. A capacitive sensor is used to determine the rate of ice growth in real
time. The delaminated ice is collected on a load cell to measure the ice collection rates. The
maximum ice collection rate achieved is 1.02 grams per hour on a 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm cold plate area
with a subcooling of 31.4 K and sublimation mass flux of 5.95×10-5 kg/m2 s. Vapor deposition
heat flux data is collected and plotted to reveal relationship between subcooling and ice collection
rates. The maximum ice deposition heat flux of 1200 W/m2 has been achieved at the subcooling
of 31.4 K. Ice collection experiments continued to improve upon the 1st generation of ice
characteristic studies in a cryogenic vacuum environment. A cryogenic vacuum system is designed
specifically to find the correlation between ice collection rates and degree of sub cooling and also
vapor deposition heat flux. Ice data is collected in efforts to develop a high-capacity cryogenic
heat pipe with thermal delamination component. Tests are performed in cold vacuum at 2.0 × 103

Torr and -50 °C, to study ice growth rates, deposition heat flux, and the power and duration

requirements for delaminating ice. A maximum ice collection rate of 2.9 grams per hour is
observed on the 40mmx40mm cold plate for a subcooling of 95 K, and 7.5×10-5 kg/m2s
sublimation mass flux. The redesigned cold plate demonstrated a maximum ice collection
efficiency of 83% which a significant improvement from the 9.6% efficiency from the 1st
generation of ice collection. The correlation between vapor deposition heat flux and degree of
v

subcooling is found to be directly proportional. The maximum deposition heat flux seen is 6100
W/m2 which will be basis for designing the evaporator section of the engineered heat pipe. The ice
growth rates as a function of degree of subcooling appears to stagnate after 50 K subcooling. Some
ice density measurements are taken using a photograph scaling method achieve a max frost density
of 92 kg.m^3. Furthermore, this study experimentally demonstrates the concept of ice re-capture
which is vital to developing a successful water collection unit on the Moon.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
As the interest in exploration and life sustainability in space increases, so does the research
on the development of new technologies for in-situ resource utilization (ISRU). Among the
resources available in space, water is vital for space exploration as it can be decomposed into
propellant or utilized as a potable drinking source. According to the data collected from the
LCROSS mission, the permanently shadowed lunar poles contain approximately 5 percent water
by mass (Colaprete 2012). NASA’s ARTEMIS program, along with different partners, are
currently developing methods of extraction and collection such as thermal drilling or solar
concentrators in conjunction with ice collection tanker. Challenges arise when collecting the ice
in a storage facility under the rarified flow regime. The ultra-low pressure on the lunar surface
restricts the use of traditional pressure driven fluid flow methods which results in random diffusion
of water vapor molecules and other volatiles from the extractor to the collector. Through a
Cooperative Agreement with the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) (NASA JSC and UTEP
2019), UTEP Aerospace Center (cSETR) team has performed a feasibility study of a novel
electrostatic transportation of sublimated vapor and high-capacity cold plate to recapture ice in a
low-pressure condition. Following the understandings from the feasibility studies, the team is
currently developing an advanced thermal mining technology that integrates engineered extraction,
low pressure vapor transportation through electrostatic field, and deposition of water vapor from
lunar icy regolith using engineered cryogenic heat pipe with thin film resistance heater, as shown
in Fig. 1-1, under NASA Lunar Surface Technology Research (LuSTR) grant (Advanced
2021).The water vapor is extracted from the lunar regolith using a solar concentrator or an array
of thermal auger drills. UTEP developed a novel method to transport the vapor from the extraction
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site to the collection unit by using an ionization method coupled with electrostatic fields. Using
electron bombardment, the water molecules are ionized, and the use of electric fields gives the
vapor particles a controllable path to the collector. This concept limits the vapor loss due to random
particle walk and increases the collection flux to the collector (JSC and UTEP 2019).

Figure 1-1: UTEP CSETR advance lunar mining concept (Advanced 2019)

Inside the ice collection facility, such as an ice tanker, sublimated water vapor deposits on
the walls as frost. The heat rejected from the water vapor is conducted through the walls and
radiates out to the lunar environment. However, the accumulation of frost growth degrades heat
rejection rates to the collection facility walls due to the low thermal conductivity of ice. The vapor
deposition rate decreases as the frost layer builds until eventually all ice growth stagnates. To
overcome this obstacle, a cryogenic heat pipe with thermal ice delamination is proposed. Heat
pipes are heat transfer devices that utilizes fluid phase change to efficiently conduct energy
between two bodies. Heat pipes are typically used in electronic cooling applications with water as
the working fluid. Incorporating a cryogenic heat pipe into the ice collection facility would collect
the water vapor on the evaporator section and release heat to the condenser section which would
extend to the lunar environment. By integrating a thin film heater onto the evaporator section of
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the heat pipe, bulk ice buildup can be removed through thermal delamination. Delaminating the
ice provides a fresh ice collection area that has the lowest degree of subcooling in the collection
unit. Subsequently, ice growth is reinitiated at the optimal ice growing conditions. The proposed
cryogenic heat pipe is presented in Fig 1-2 . The interior of the proposed heat pipe contains
micropillar structures that provide the capillary pressure necessary for wicking the working fluid.
The heat transfer process from the evaporator section to the condenser section can be improved by
utilizing engineered microstructures. The heat rejected from the water vapor to the cold plate
surface evaporates the liquid nitrogen working fluid of the heat pipe. The microstructures on the
condenser section deposits the LN2 and wicks the fluid back to the evaporator in a continuous
loop.

Figure 1-2: (a) Ice delamination concept in Ice collection facility. (b) Engineered cryogenic heat
pipe diagram. (c) Integrated thin film heater for ice delamination. (NASA and
UTEP 2019)
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1.2. ORGANIZATION OF THESIS
Chapter 1 introduces the importance of water collection on the lunar surface and the
conceptual methods prepared to extract, transport, and store the Moon’s water resources. Chapter
2 summarizes the literature review of experiments performed with similar objectives of
characterizing ice growth in vacuum conditions. A brief description of sublimation phase change,
types of frost growth, and different flow regimes is also included in chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents
theoretical approach, test facility, test methods, and results and discussion for the 1st generation
of ice collection tests. The test facility section details the design of components in the experiment.
Chapter 4 focuses on the 2nd generation of ice collection in which the issues from the first
generation are address to yield better data. Both chapter 3 and 4 contain the results and conclusion
for the respective experiment generation.
1.3. STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
The overall thesis goal is to design and develop experimental hardware to transport sublimated
water vapor from thermally mined lunar regolith and characterize water collection rates in a
condensation chamber. This thesis outlines the following objectives:

1. Experimentally characterize the ice collection rates on an engineered cold plate in
cryogenic vacuum conditions.

2. Experimentally demonstrate the thermal delamination of collected ice under cryogenic
vacuum conditions.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 SUBLIMATION
Sublimation is when a solid material transitions into a gaseous phase without a liquid phase
in between (Britannica). Water sublimation occurs when enough energy is supplied to overcome
the intermolecular bonds and allow water molecules to escape as vapor. This property is known as
the enthalpy of sublimation. Sublimation is an endothermic process meaning it receives thermal
energy from its surroundings and readily occurs at pressures below the substances triple point in
the water phase diagram (Fig 2-1). The water phase diagram contains lines of equilibrium and
phase boundaries that depend on the temperature and pressure relationship.

Figure 2-1: Water phase diagram (Cmglee)
2.2 FROST GROWTH
Frost is water vapor that deposits and then crystallizes on a surface below the freezing
point. During frost formation the water vapor transitions from a gaseous state to a solid state
whereas ice forms when liquid water transitions into ice. Some common types of frost include
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radiation frost, advection frost and rime ice. Advection frost occurs when there is a stream of cold
moist air flowing over a surface while radiation frost transpires under low convection conditions
in which the main heat transfer mechanism is radiation. Rime ice forms when subcooled water
vapor droplets accumulate and form a low-density ice. The conditions under which frost crystals
form depends on various factors such as the amount of subcooling, the vapor temperature, air
moisture content, and pressure. These factors are considered when developing the experiments.
The frosting process begins when the water vapor molecules depositing on a cold surface. Next is
ice crystal formation. This stage is followed by the low-density ice formation in which the ice
crystals continue to accumulate. Lastly is the frost densification stage where the ice crystals mature
closest to the cold surface while the frost layer continues to grow outward (Song 2018). The stages
presented in Fig 2.2 indicate frost cannot be considered a homogenous medium due to the changing
properties.

Figure 2-2: Stages of frost growth (Song 2018)

2.3 FLOW REGIMES
Viscous flow is when contained gas particles frequently interact and exchange momentum
with other gas particles. Viscous flow regime is separated into laminar and turbulent flow which
is determined by the use of Reynolds number and can be described using classical fluid mechanic
equations. At lower pressures (<102 Pa) classic fluid mechanics cannot accurately represent gas
flow dynamics, so Knudsen number is applied. Knudsen number is dimensionless quantity that is
6

a ratio between free mean path and the characteristic length (Sharipov 2007). A Knudsen numbers
larger than 10-2 is considered in the transitional area also known as Knudsen flow regime, and flow
with Knudsen numbers greater than 5 are consider rarified (The Vac. Tech. 2008). In the rarified
flow regime, the free mean path of the particle is larger than the container dimension, and no longer
exchanges momentum with other gas particles. Rarified flow dynamics, or also known as free
molecular flow, can be described using a kinetic approach.

Figure 2-3: Conductance vs pressure plot showing flow regimes (The Vac. Tech. 2008)

2.4. RESEARCH WORKS
Currently, literature on ice deposition under cryogenic vacuum data is sparse. An
experiment was performed by Trevor et al. (2012, 11) to study and measure the deposition of water
(H2O) ice on optical surfaces under high-vacuum (10−7 Torr) cryogenic (60 K) conditions. In this
experiment, water vapor adsorbed from a molecular sieve zeolite is channeled to and collected in
the form of amorphous ice on the front surfaces of a gold mirror. Measurements of the mass area
density, measured via the QCM sensor and interferometer results, agree to within 10% over the
range the QCM was operational, assuming an ice density of 0.934 g/cm3. Ice thickness is plotted
against time and presented in Fig. 2-4
7

Figure 2-4: Ice thickness as a function of time under high vacuum (Trevor et al. 2012)
A capacitive ice measurement system is developed by Leitzke et al. (2019, 19) which is
capable of operating in vacuum and temperatures lower than −120 ◦C. It is demonstrated that at
vacuum and low temperatures, the permittivity of ice formations is sufficient for measurement
using the capacitive sensor. The capacitive sensor is capable of measuring the change in
capacitance for thin ice film growth under high vacuum as evident in Fig. 2-5. Although measuring
film growth is feasible using the capacitor configuration the experiments lack data on the
thresholds for the maximum and minimum ice film thicknesses.

Figure 2-5: Capacitance vs time during ice growth period ( Leitzke et al. 2019)
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In cryogenic vacuum, ice can transition between different stages of amorphous ice that
contain different densities (Drobyshev et al. 2006). These different stages of ice are low density
amorphous (LDA) found in the temperature range of 38 to 68 K. and high density
amorphous (HDA) which typically exists at 15 K, and finally cubic ice which is an amorphous ice
structure at 131 K (Jenniskens et al. 1994). The transitions between these forms are still the subject
of some debate, however when vapor deposited in low pressure they typically form as LDA with
a density of 0.94 g/cm3 and at the temperature range of 15-136 K (Loerting et al. 2006). The
reaction order for water ice films can be dependent on the substrate where particularly thin films
are grown on hydrophilic materials (Smith et al. 1996). But typically ice films follow zero order
desorption kinetics with kd ≈ 1030 (cm−2s−1) (Haynes et al. 1992) and the temperature range in
which the desorption will occur is dependent on the pressure as well. From the thermal desorption
curves for thin films of water ice, Fraser et al. (2001) (Fraser. et al 2001) shown icy thin films
grown in UHV (≈ 10−11 Torr) with thicknesses of about 15, 30 and 75nm at a temperature range
130-170 K. Where, at a vacuum pressure >1×10−7 Torr, H2O ice films were deposited at a rate
of ≈ 1010 molecules s−1 on the gold film substrate held at a temperature of 10K. For sublimation
rates in cryogenic vacuum. Highly efficient and rapid ice delamination in the viscous regime is
experimentally demonstrated using a transparent, self-cleaning nanoengineered electrothermal
coating by Siavash K. (2021). A relationship between power density and pulse width is created
revealing a 10 W cm-2 pulse of 0.3 seconds is capable of deicing a vertical surface.
The ice buildup on a heat exchange system can have resulting inefficiencies or excessive
power consumption so an understanding of ice growth rates and defrosting energy consumption is
required. An experiment performed by Texas Instruments quantified Ice and Frost Buildup using
a capacitive sensor in atmospheric conditions (Rep. Quantify 2017). The Texas Instruments
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experiment focuses on thin film ice growth with a copper plate parallel to the ice growth surface
to measure the capacitance change and correlate to an ice thickness. Fig 2-6 is a diagram of the
test phases. Fig. 2-7 is a plot of capacitance as a function of time showing 3 different test phases.
Phase 1 shows a constant capacitance indicating no ice growth. For phase 2, the capacitance
increases linearly which represents the ice growth. Phase 3 is when the defrosting heaters turn on
and melts the deposited frost. This study contributes to the viability of using a capacitive sensor
to measure ice growth (Rep. Quantify 2017).

Figure 2-6: (a) Phases for Texas Instruments ice collection tests (Rep. Quantify 2017)

Figure 2-7: Capacitance Vs time plot during ice growth period (Rep. Quantify 2017)).
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A study performed by Li (2012) investigated the effect of the surface wettability on ice
nucleation shown in Fig 2-8. The results showed that the ice growth on the hydrophobic treated
surface had 10 times less nucleation than the non-treated surface (Li et al. 2012).

Figure 2-8: (a) Experimental apparatus to study the effects of surface wettability on ice
nucleation (Li et al. 2012).
Negrelli et al. (2016) is working to create a diffusion limited aggregation model for
predicting the effective thermal conductivity of frost in atmospheric conditions. The diffusion
aggregate model simulates random particle walk to cluster onto a surface forming dendrite
structures that mimic frost growth mechanisms (Negrelli et al.) The computational model is
developed and compared against experimental ice growth data in Fig. 2-9

Figure 2-9: (a) Experimental apparatus to study the effects of surface wettability on ice
nucleation (Negrelli 2016)
11

The developed model approaches unity with the experimental results for Negrelli’s
experiments. Kim (2016) examines the behaviors of microscopic frost formation at early stages in
which the ice seed dimensions, numbers and density are analyzed. Findings include the
hydrophobic surface treatment retarded the frost growth rate.
In efforts to predict frosting mechanisms, Song et al. (2018) created a review on existing
measurements and frost characteristics correlations. Frost formation begins with the crystallization
phase where vapor particles deposit on a cold surface. Phase 2 of frost growth is when the ice
crystals begin to branch out in three dimensions to combine with neighboring frost branches. Lastly
the third stage of frost growth occurs when the thermal gradient across the ice layer reaches zero
where the ice and air interface meet due to the low conductivity of ice. At this stage the water
liquifies and begins to fill voids in the frost resulting in frost densification. The stages of frost
growth are summarized in Fig. 2-10.

Figure 2-10: Frost growth stages (Hayashi 1977)
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H. Kramers and S. Stemerding (1951) experimented on the rate of sublimation of ice in
vacuum 10-3 torr and temperatures ranging from -40°C to -60°C. The results show that the gas
kinetic accommodation coefficient of the ice between -40°C and -60°C lies near unity. Also, it
appears that the maximum sublimation rate in 10-3 vacuum pressures is nearly identical with the
theoretical analysis. For temperature range between -40°C and -60°C and pressure little below 103

torr, the maximum sublimation of ice ranges from 7×10-4 g/cm2 sec to 0.75×10-4 g/cm2 sec. Edgar

L Andreas (2007) shows an analytical analysis of sublimation rate for a planar surface of pure ice
calculated using the expressions from Buck (1981), Wagner et al. (1994), and Murphy and Koop
(2005) . The analysis shows that, at about 70 K, the sublimation rate is one molecule of water
vapor per square centimeter per hour for all three expressions. Analysis also showed that the
sublimation rate decreases by 25–30 orders of magnitude as the temperature decreases from 70
to 40 K.
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CHAPTER 3: 1ST GENERATION OF ICE COLLECTION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the preliminary cryogenic vacuum tests characterizing vapor deposition on
a cold surface is presented to demonstrate the concept of engineering a heat pipe with an active ice
delamination component. These preliminary tests aim to characterize the rarefied vapor deposition
rates under cryogenic vacuum environment, vapor sublimation rates, develop the relationship
between ice thickness and heat flux being transferred from the vapor, and optimize ice
delamination power and duration requirements by utilizing a thin film heater beneath the deposited
ice layer.
3.1 THEORETICAL APPROACH
In order to collect ice on the engineered cold plate, a known vapor mass flow rate must be
introduced into the system. Many studies have been performed to characterize the water
sublimation rates of ice under various vacuum levels. Edgar L. Andreas (2007) lists an expression
to estimate the sublimation rates of ice down to 40 K at its respective vapor pressure for a flat
plane of pure ice given by Eq. (1).
1⁄2
𝑀𝑤
)
𝑆0 = 𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑡 (𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 ) (
2𝜋𝑅𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡

(1)

Sublimation rate is a function of vapor pressure and saturation temperature. The vapor
pressure is found using the expression developed by Buck (1981). This estimate for the sublimation
rates at saturated conditions will serve as the prediction for vapor mass produced for the cold plate
system.
The theoretical ice collection rate has been calculated by considering the heat transfer
balance by the ice deposition rate with the heat transfer through the ice to the vapor by conduction
only. The ice accumulation rate can be determined from Eq. (2).
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⁄2

𝑘𝑖 ∆𝑇 1
𝛿=[
]
𝜌𝑖 ℎ𝑠𝑣

𝑡 1⁄2

(2)

The mass of ice deposited on the 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm condenser plate can be found
using Eq. (3). The thermal conductivity of ice (ki) is determined by utilizing the results from
Ratcliffe (1962) while the density of ice (pi) is determined from Dondas (2010).
𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝐴𝜌𝑖 𝛿𝑖

(3)

Finally, by knowing the ice deposition rate on the cold plate (total ice accumulation
mass divided by the total deposition time), the total heat transfer can be calculated using the latent
heat and sensible heat from the superheater vapor to the subcooled cold plate using Eq. (4).

"
"
"
"
𝑞𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
= 𝑞𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 𝑞𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒,𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟
+ 𝑞𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒,𝑖𝑐𝑒
=

𝑚̇𝑖𝑐𝑒
[ℎ𝑠𝑣 + 𝑐𝑝,𝑣 (𝑇𝑣 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 ) + 𝑐𝑝,𝑖 (𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇𝑠 )] (4)
𝐴

3.2 TEST FACILITY
A thermal vacuum chamber (T-VAC) capable of a minimum of -175°C and vacuum
pressures as low as 10-6 Torr is used to conduct the experiments in this work. The TVAC has a dry
scroll pump for rough vacuum levels ranging from 760 to 10-3 Torr which will be the main pump
utilized for this test campaign. The TVAC, shown in Fig. 3-1, is also equipped with a liquid
nitrogen channel platform, and a shroud for environment temperature control.
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Figure 3-1: UTEP CSETR thermal vacuum chamber
An engineered cold plate is designed and manufactured consisting of a heat flux sensor to
measure the heat flux transferred from vapor, a thin film heater to delaminate ice growth, a
thermoelectric device to cool the cold plate relative to its surroundings, and a capacitive sensor to
determine ice film thickness as a function of time, and a load cell to measure the ice mass after
delamination. A schematic of the engineered cold plate design is presented in Fig. 3-2. G10
fiberglass insulation is used to define the active ice collection area (2.5 cm × 2.5 cm).
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Figure 3-2: (a) Exploded view of the engineered cold plate design, and (b) schematic of
assembled cold plate.
The cold plate assembly is designed to maintain the body temperature above the vapor saturation
temperature to avoid vapor deposition anywhere but the allotted ice collection area. A 2-stage
thermoelectric device (TEC) is utilized with the hot side interfacing with the copper jacket, and
the cold side with the ice collection area. Excess heat generated by the TEC hot side maintains the
cold plate assembly exterior above saturation temperature of water at the respective vapor pressure.
A thermal analysis using ANSYS is performed on the cold plate assembly to determine if the active
ice deposition area could be maintained at lower temperatures than the rest of the assembly.

Figure 3-3: (a) Thermal simulation of the cold plate assembly revealing temperature gradient.
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The boundary conditions used include; an ambient temperature of -70°C, fixing the Peltier cold
side temperature as -95°C and the hot side as 0°C. The copper emissivity is used as 0.052, the
Teflon emissivity is used as 0.9, and a Polyimide emissivity is used as 0.95. The heat transfer
method to the environment is used as radiation. The analysis is presented in Fig. 3-3. At steady
state, the temperature of the condensing surface is achieved to be -87.12°C. The rest of the
assembly displays higher temperature ranges.
The cold plate assembly sits on a copper block that conducts excess heat to the liquid nitrogen
cooled TVAC platform as shown in Fig. 3-4.

Figure 3-4: Cold plate test set up inside the TVAC.
A capacitive sensor is used to record ice growth rate in real time on the ice collection area of the
cold plate. The selected capacitive sensor from Micro-Epsilon is vacuum compatible, calibrated,
and can withstand temperatures as low as -200°C. A later addition in the test campaign is the
FUTEK LSB load cell located beneath the ice collection cup. Once ice delaminates from the cold
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plate it falls into the cup and the load cell records its mass in real time. The load cell is retrofitted
with a thermal standoff and heater to maintain the sensor’s internal temperature within its operating
range of -50°C. A polyimide heater capable of 40 watts is used to delaminate deposited ice. Type
K thermocouples are used for this experiment as they are vacuum compatible and are capable of
recording down to -200°C with ±2°C error. Surface probe thermocouples offered flexibility in
placement within the chamber and the adhesive backing provides firm attachment and conduction
path under vacuum. The locations of the thermocouples are as follows: TVAC shroud, platform,
ambient, copper jacket, and cold plate surface, bottom of icy regolith sample, top of the icy regolith
sample and the load cell body. The heat flux sensor embedded beneath the ice collection surface
records heat rejected from the sublimated vapor to the deposition surface. RDF corporation offers
cryogenic thin film heat flux sensors that are suited for high vacuum applications. Located on the
back of the TVAC chamber is the micro-Pirani vacuum transducer from MKS that records the
pressure in the main chamber from atmospheric 760 torr to 10-5 Torr.
To provide vapor to the cold plate system, 1000 grams of lunar regolith simulant JSC-1A is
uniformly mixed with 64 grams of water to achieve a water content of 6 %. The simulant mixture
is placed in a 23 cm × 23 cm aluminum tray, covered with a lid, and then placed into a commercial
freezer at -25°C until the sample is completely frozen.
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Figure 3-5: (a) Icy regolith equipped with thermocouples place in thermal vacuum chamber. (b)
Water sublimation under -100C and 10-5 Torr.
The sample remains in the freezer until the experiment is ready to begin. On the test day, the frozen
sample is removed from the freezer then cleaned with isopropyl alcohol wipes. This removes
condensation from the aluminum containers exterior prior to weighing. Next the frozen sample is
placed on the mass scale and the initial mass is recorded. The frozen sample is placed on the TVAC
platform, the container lid is removed, and the TVAC door is shut. Figure 3-5 shows the icy
regolith mixture placed inside the T-VAC. The rough vacuum pump decreases main chamber
pressure to maintain a partial vacuum of 30 Torr. The platform and shroud are cooled with liquid
nitrogen to -60°C, and after 1.5 hours the sample should reach steady state temperature at
approximately -55°C. The partial vacuum ensures minimal water loss during the cooling process
by keeping the frozen sample within the solid ice regime on the water phase diagram. Next,
vacuum valve is opened and allowed to decrease chamber pressure to 1.5 × 10-2 Torr. At 1.5 × 102

Torr and -60°C, the water ice is near saturation conditions and begins to sublimate. The

thermoelectric cooler within the cold plate assembly is activated which lowers the temperature of
the ice collection area to -83°C. There is continuous ice collection on the cold plate over the course
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of three hours. After three hours, the thermoelectric device polarity is switched which provides 15
watts to the ice collection area heating it rapidly. Simultaneously the integrated thin film heater is
activated which provides 19.46 watts. Five minutes after the heaters are activated, the ice
delaminates, and the chamber pressure is vented to 30 torr partial vacuum. The liquid nitrogen
cooling is halted and the shroud and platform heaters raise chamber temperature to 15°C. The
TVAC door should not be opened while the interior surfaces are below zero as to prevent
atmospheric moisture from freezing on the sample and instrumentation. Once temperatures are
above 15°C the TVAC is vented to atmospheric pressure, the door is opened, and the regolith
sample is retrieved. The lid is placed on the aluminum container to prevent atmospheric moisture
from absorbing into the regolith and affecting the results. The delaminated ice mass container is
covered and its mass is recorded on a precision mass scale.

3.3 TEST APPARATUS SENSORS
This section will cover the sensors used for the ice collection experiments. The instrument
used to measure the chamber pressure is a micro-pirani vacuum gauge from MKS. The gauge is
capable of recording pressures from 760 Torr down to 10-5 Torr and is shown in Fig 3-6.

Figure 3-6: MKS micro pirani gauge
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The heat flux sensor used is from RDF Corp. Heat flux sensors operate based on the Seebeck effect
where a temperature difference creates a voltage that can be correlated to a heat flux measurement.
The heat flux sensor used is a thin film polyimide sensor compatible with high vacuum and
cryogenic temperatures.

Figure 3-7: RDF heat flux sensor
The capacitive sensor used from micro epsilon is high vacuum compatible and suited for
temperatures as low as -200C. The capacitive sensor records the change in capacitance and
correlates that to a thickness with resolution of 0.001 mm. The fine resolution allows for
monitoring of thin film ice growth.

Figure 3-8: Micro Epsilon capacitive sensor
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To record the ice mass at the moment of delamination, a precision load cell from FUTEK is used.
The load cell has a resolution of approximately 3 mg depending on the signal conditioner used.
The minimum operating temperature is -52 C which is not sufficient for the -60C tests so a thermal
standoff with integrated resistance heater maintains the load cell within its operating conditions.

Figure 3-9: FUTEK load cell
The following table (Table 3-1) contains a list of the sensors used along with the respective
manufacturer.
Table 3-1: List of Experiment Sensors
Sensor
Heat Flux Sensor
Capacitive
Sensor
Load Cell
Thermocouple
LN2 Flowmeter
LN2 Flowmeter
Vacuum Gauge
Mass Scale

Description
Measures heat transfer from
condenser plate to heat sink.
Measures thickness of water ice
dispositioned on condenser plate
Records collected ice mass
Measures Temperature in chamber
Measures LN2 Flow rate
Measures LN2 Flow rate
Measures Vacuum pressure
Measures ice collector mass

Manufacturer
RDF
Micro Epsilon
FUTEK
Cole Parmer
Hoffer
Hoffer
MKS
Adam Equipment

All sensors are connected to a National Instruments data acquisition system and controlled via
LabVIEW.
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Table 3-2: List of DAQ components
cDAQ Chassis

Manufacturer

NI 9205 Module
NI 9482 Module
NI 9212 Module
DL 6220

NI
NI
NI
Micro Epsilon

IAA100

FUTEK

Interconnects DAQ reading
modules with lab computer
Inputs analog voltage data
Solid state relays
Reads thermocouple data
Capacitive sensor signal
conditioner
Signal conditioner for load
cell

Figure 3-10: (a) cDAQ Chassis (b) NI 9205 AI Voltage Module (c) NI 9482 SS Relay Module
(d) NI 9212 Temperature Module. The DAQ module between a and b is not used in
this experiment.
3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several icy-regolith sublimation tests have been performed in cSETR thermal vacuum
chamber (T-VAC). The frozen regolith sample initial mass is recorded before entering the TVAC
and the final mass is recorded immediately after exiting the chamber. Using the mass difference
of the frozen sample and having the known sublimation area of 23 cm × 23 cm, the sublimation
mass flux can be determined for each test. The experimental sublimation rate as a function of
saturation temperature is presented in Fig. 3-11 and compared with the Edgar Andres model [13].
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Figure 3-11: Cold plate test set up inside the TVAC.
It can be seen that the experimental sublimation rates are an order of magnitude lower than
the model which can be attributed to the lower effective thermal conductivity of icy regolith
samples as compared to the pure ice in Edgar Andres model (2007). The sublimation rates remain
consistent throughout the test campaign.
As the vapor sublimation is initiated, ice growth is observed on the cold surface and
continuous ice collection is performed for three hours. The embedded heaters generate the vapor
lubrication layer, and the ice layer is observed to delaminate and collect into a container underneath
the cold plate. Fig. 3-12 shows a picture of the collected ice after 1 hour on the thin film heater
surface cooled by the cold plate assembly.
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t=60 minutes

t=30 minutes

Figure 3-12: Cold plate test set up inside the TVAC.
Three consecutive tests are conducted using the capacitive sensor as the first generation of
determining ice growth rates. The collected ice thickness results as a function of time showing ice
growth rate and the delamination processes are presented in Fig. 3-13. A The repeatability tests on
the same cold plate surface on various days are presented in Fig. 3-13 B showing an average ice
growth rate of 165 micrometers per hour or 0.09 gram per hour. The measured ice growth rates
are 2.34 percent of the expected value.
A significant amount of vapor is being obstructed by the proximity of the capacitive sensor
to the cold plate surface. Another factor contributing to low ice deposition rates is the exposed thin
wall liquid nitrogen tubes removing a majority of the sublimated vapor. The tubes have a much
lower surface temperature (-175°C) when compared to the cold plate (-83°C), and remove vapor
from the system that would have been available for ice collection on the cold plate. The capacitive
sensing surface sits parallel to the ice collection surface at a maximum of 10 mm separation. With
the sensor sitting in close proximity to the ice surface, it is expected to obstruct the vapor path.
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Figure 3-13: Ice thickness as a function of time showing sublimation, ice growth rate and the
delamination processes (left), and cold plate tests on the same cold plate surface on
various test days (right).
An analysis to investigate the reduction in ice growth due to the capacitive sensor is
performed in MATLAB. Two parallel plates, the dimensions of the sensor and ice deposition
surface, are modeled at a distance of 8.8 mm. The cold plate surface is divided into 1 mm 2 units.
The percentage of unobstructed vapor path originating from all directions is found for every unit
on the cold plate surface and is plotted for visualization in Fig. 3-14. On average, the sensor
obstructs the vapor path to the cold plate by 56%. The edges of the cold plate are expected to grow
an average of 16% thicker than the center of the plate.
The vapor loss issues are addressed by removing the capacitive sensor and solely relying
on the delamination mass recorded by the load cell. The load cell is calibrated in the expected
temperature and pressure conditions using known masses. The vibration is determined to be
harmonic and not random vibration, in this manner the majority of the noise is filtered out using a
Fourier transform. The Fourier transform converts the raw data in the time domain to the frequency
domain so that the natural frequencies of the system are identified. With the frequencies identified,
they are filtered from the raw load cell data leaving a smooth signal as shown in Fig. 3-15. The
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mass reading as a function of time is presented here. Initial mass of the container on the load was
average 47.048 g, and average final mass after 1 hour of test was 47.638 g.

Figure 3-14: Deposition percentage on the cold plate surface with sensor obstruction.

This gives ice mass of 0.55 g in 1 hour. Also, a thin wall enclosure is placed over the cold
plate and sublimating water sample, so that majority of vapor produced passes by the cold plate
surface. Any vapor the cold plate is incapable of collecting will exit the system. The enclosure
reduces the water mass loss to the liquid nitrogen lines.
A total of nine successful tests are conducted for the ice collection test campaign. Fig 3-16
shows the ice collection rate as a function of vapor sublimation rate (Fig. 3-16a), and ice collection
rate per unit area of the cold plate as a function of the sublimation rate per unit area of the
sublimation container (3-16b). After test 3, the capacitive sensor is removed, and the vapor
enclosure is added to the system. The changes to the system increased the ice collection rate by
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7.5 times on average. The delaminated ice mass is recorded on the load cell. Ice collection rate is
obtained by dividing the delaminated ice mass by the ice growth period.

Figure 3-15: Plot of mass vs. time at the moment of delamination. The difference is the ice mass.

Figure 3-16: (a) Ice collection rate as a function of vapor sublimation rate, and (b) ice mass flux
as a function of the sublimation mass flux.
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A linear ice growth rate is assumed based off of the capacitive sensor data. It can be seen
that a maximum of 10% ice was collected from the sublimated vapor. The maximum ice collection
rate achieved is 1.02 grams per hour with a degree of subcooling of 31.4 K. This low ice capture
can be attributed to the relative sizes of the sublimation surface area, T-VAC chamber crosssectional area and the cold plate surface area. The cold plate area is 10.87% of the sublimation
surface area and 1.67% of the T-VAC cross-sectional area. Based on the current test results and a
simplified analysis, for 5.53 × 10-5 kg/m2s sublimation mass flux, and 0.3 g/s required ice
collection rate, the required sublimation area is 5.43 m2 and cold plate area is 1.14 m2 to capture
all the vapor. As such, the cSETR team is currently developing a modified cold plate design
considering the relative sublimation surface area, cold plate and the cold trap chamber dimensions,
and increased degree of sub-cooling capacity for the engineered cold plate under the NASA LuSTR
grant. The heat flux sensor is embedded below the ice collection area, and records the heat rejected
from the depositing vapor in real time.

Figure 3-17: Heat flux as a function of cold plate degree of sub-cooling for all ice deposition
tests.
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The average heat flux is found for each cold plate test during the ice growth period, and
plotted against its respective degree of sub cooling being the temperature difference between the
cold plate surface and the saturated temperature of the ice sample in Fig. 3-17 marked by red rots.
The thermal cycling damaged the heat flux sensor leaving some tests with unreasonable heat flux
values. The outliers are discarded in this section. An additional method for determining heat flux
is utilizing the deposition mass flux and accounting for latent and sensible heat fluxes. Total heat
flux is calculated from the measured ice mass on the load cell and presented in Fig. 3-17 marked
by blue dots. Similarly, the ice thickness results collected from the capacitive sensors are also
converted into heat flux and presented in Fig. 3-17 marked by green dots. The highest heat flux
value found is 1250 W/m2 with a degree of subcooling of 31.4 K.

3.5 ICE COLLECTION TEST SUMMARY
A feasibility study is performed to experimentally demonstrate the concept of low-pressure
vapor recollection in cryogenic vacuum environment using an engineered cold plate. A test setup
is designed and developed to experimentally characterize vapor deposition on an engineered cold
plate with delamination. Tests are performed in cold vacuum at 1.5 × 10-2 Torr and -60 °C, to study
ice growth rates, deposition heat flux, and the power and duration requirements for delaminating
ice. An average ice growth rate of 165 micrometers per hour is observed on the cold plate for a
subcooling of 30 K, and 5.95×10-5 kg/m2s sublimation mass flux utilizing the capacitive sensor.
However, the ice collections rates increased by 7.5 times when the capacitive sensor is replaced
with a load cell and a vapor trap enclosure is added to the system. The ice collection rate is obtained
from the delaminated ice growth mass and found to be an average of 0.78 g/hr with an average
vapor mass flow rate of 11.13 g/hr. The maximum ice collection rate achieved is 1.02 grams per
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hour on a 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm collection area with a subcooling of 31.4 K. The maximum deposition
heat flux seen is 1200W/m2 which will be basis for designing the evaporator section of the
engineered heat pipe. Furthermore, this study experimentally demonstrates the concept of ice recapture in low pressure, and presents fundamental data for understanding ice film growth in cold
vacuum. Chapter 2 is adapted from “Increasing Ice Collection Rates on an Engineered Cold Plate
under Cryogenic Vacuum Conditions” (Nathaniel et al. 2021) and is reprinted by permission of
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc.
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CHAPTER 4: 2ND GENERATION OF FROST GROWTH EXPERIMENTS
The preliminary ice collection experiments performed in the previous chapter lacked data
on the correlation between ice growth rate and degree of sub cooling. The thermoelectric based
cold plate design was limited to -83C which only allowed for a maximum subcooling of 30 K.
Some of the issues with the previous experiments is the vibration seen in the load cell response as
a result of mounting the rough vacuum onto on the structure. The small ice collection area of 2.5
cmx 2.5 cm had collected at most a gram so when delaminated the ice mass would be difficult to
identify amongst all the vibrations and noise leading to large experimental error. Under the Lunar
Surface Technology Research (LuSTR) grant an experimental set-up which improves upon the
previous issues to provide consistent data is created.

4.1 TEST FACILITY
A thermal vacuum chamber is designed specifically for ice collection experiments out of
modular vacuum components from Ideal Vacuum. The vacuum system consists of two chambers
identified as the vapor production chamber where sublimated water vapor originates from and the
ice collection chamber where the vapor deposits as ice on the cold plate. The chamber is equipped
with a rotary vane vacuum pump for rough pressure control from 760 to 10-3 Torr (Fig 4-1).

Figure 4-1: A) Rotary vane vacuum pump. B) High vacuum diffusion pump
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The rotary vane pump also performs as a backing pump for the high vacuum diffusion
pump when connected in series. The diffusion pump is capable of a minimum pressure of 10-8
Torr in ideal conditions. The rough pump produces significant vibrations that could obscure the
load cell reading so the rough pump is mounted on a separate stand. The diffusion pump mounted
directly on the chamber, operates using heat to produce a jet of oil vapor to capture air molecules
hence no moving parts to produce vibrations.
A liquid nitrogen cooled channel platform maintains the ice collection chamber
environment from 0C to -150C (Fig 4-2). The internal aluminum chamber is isolated from the
main chamber walls to avoid cooling instrumentation incapable of operating at low temperatures.
The aluminum chamber has an inlet for water vapor, and an outlet to pull vacuum. There are
integrated heaters to perform bakeouts at 150C.

Figure 4-2: LN2 channel cooled platform
The liquid nitrogen delivery system consists of globe valve, needle valve, pressure relief
valves, flow meters, and check valves that are al rated for cryogenic fluids. The piping and
instrument diagram is presented in Fig 4-3. The delivery system contains bypass lines to chill the
lines down faster, and to prevent over-spin in the flow meters.
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Figure 4-3: Piping and instrument diagram for cold plate system

Figure 4-4: Diagram of thermal vacuum system for ice collection tests
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The vapor production chamber is a jacketed flange to cool water samples down to -170C
by flowing liquid nitrogen through the annular portion. The designed ice collection system is
presented in Fig. 4-4 and Fig 4-5.

Figure 4-5: Diagram of thermal vacuum system for ice collection (cross sectional view).

The system is equipped with type K thermocouples to monitor temperatures, a micro-pirani
vacuum gauge that records pressures down to 10-5 Torr, and electrical feedthroughs for
instrumentation. The thermocouple placement is as follows: Embedded within the ice sample,
coolant jacket wall, bottom of the ice sample, aluminum chamber platform, ambient temperature,
cold plate aluminum shell, and directly under the ice collection area. A precision load cell is used
to record captured ice mass at the moment of delamination.

In the previous experiments, the cold plate assembly utilized a thermoelectric cooler to
achieve 30 degrees of subcooling, and is limited to a minimum temperature of -83C. The ice
collection area is 2.5x2.5cm which collected a maximum of 1.1 grams ice. System vibrations
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would obscure the load cell reading at the moment of ice delamination resulting in experimental
error. Thermal delamination of the collected ice was also an issue due to the inconsistent
delamination times. The low mass of ice collected would tend to have difficulties overcoming the
shear force between the ice and polyimide interface necessary to delaminate leading to ice getting
stuck on the heater surface. The stuck ice layer would sublimate as an outcome causing
inconsistencies in ice mass readings. Lastly, the thin film polyimide heat flux sensor used for
recording heat transferred from the vapor to the ice collection area was unreliable at cryogenic
vacuum conditions. Considering all the issues mentioned above, the cold plate assembly is
redesigned and presented in Fig. 4-6. To cool the ice collection area, a copper cold plate with liquid
cooling channels receives a constant flow of liquid nitrogen allowing temperatures as low as 175C. On top of the cooling block is a layer of four heat flux sensors to measure heat deposited by
the water vapor. Four separate heat flux sensors offer redundancy in case one fails.

Figure 4-6: Diagram of redesigned cold plate assembly

On top of the heat flux sensors is a copper block (later exchanged for stainless steel 304)
with embedded thermocouples. The copper block defines the ice collection area, 4 cm x 4 cm,
beneath the heater. The steel plate compresses the layers together to avoid gaps that adversely
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affect the heat transfer under vacuum. All these components are isolated within an aluminum shell.
The aluminum shell along with the cover is maintained above the saturation temperature of water
using a heater to avoid vapor collection anywhere but the designated ice collection area. The thin
film polyimide heater with an acrylic adhesive backing is placed over the ice collection area. The
heater overlaps onto the heated aluminum cover to minimize the temperature gradient so that ice
growth does not spread from the allotted area. To avoid vapor loss to the exposed liquid nitrogen
lines, a heated cover is implemented.
4.2 TEST PROCEDURES
An experiment begins by preparing the ice sample for providing sublimated water vapor to
the system. The vapor production chamber can be quickly connected and disconnected from the
system using the KF40 quick-clamp. The dry mass of the vapor production chamber is recorded
on a high-capacity mass scale with resolution of 0.1 grams. Next, 1000 grams of deionized water
is injected into the vapor production chamber through the open port. The vapor production
chambers mass is measured again to get the initial mass prior to exposure to vacuum. Plastic caps
are placed on the KF40 port opening, and the vapor production chamber is placed within a
commercial freezer overnight at -25 C. On the day of the experiment the vapor production chamber
is removed from the freezer, wrapped in insulation and then reconnected to the main vacuum
chamber system. The thermocouples are connected to the vacuum feedthroughs, and the liquid
nitrogen hoses are connected to the jacketed flange. The quick connect clamp reduces the amount
of time the ice sample is exposed to the atmospheric moisture. The humidity sensor in the
laboratory measured a relative humidity of 20 percent so when the vapor production chamber is
connected to the vacuum system at atmospheric pressure, the maximum amount of additional
moisture is less than 0.5 milligrams of water. Immediately after the vapor chamber is connected,
a partial vacuum of 5 torr is achieved. The partial vacuum allows for system components to reach
cryogenic temperatures while minimizing sublimation from the ice sample during this period. The
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ice sample is cooled to -50C, and the aluminum chamber is cooled to -55C. Once the environmental
conditions are met the high vacuum system depressurizes the chambers to 10-3 Torr which initiates
sublimation. The cold plate is activated by allowing liquid nitrogen to flow through the cooling
channels and achieve the desired degree of subcooling. The test preparation process is presented
in Fig 4-6.

A.

C.

B.

Figure 4-7: A) The initial mass of the vapor production chamber containing water is measured.
B) vapor chamber placed in freezer at -25C. C) The vapor chamber connected to the
main vacuum chamber system for experiment.
The cold plate activation begins the ice collection process on the allotted 40x40mm area.
Over the course of 4 hours the ice is collected while all temperature and pressure conditions are
maintained constant. The polyimide heater is supplied 40 watts to create a thin film vapor
lubrication layer to delaminate the collected ice. The ice falls into the ice collection container and
has its mass recorded instantly. The high vacuum pump is deactivated and the system is vented to
30 Torr. The sublimation from the vapor production chamber stops. The internal system is then
heated to above 10 C to avoid humidity condensation on any cold surfaces. The chamber is vented
to atmospheric pressure. Immediately following, the vapor production chamber is disconnected
and sealed with a plastic cap to avoid atmospheric moisture contamination of the ice sample. The
delaminated ice is remeasured using a precision mass balance for comparison to the load cell data.
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The vapor production chamber is warmed to 25C and wiped clean of condensation. The final mass
of the vapor chamber is recorded. The difference between the initial and final mass can be
attributed to the ice sublimated during the exposure to high vacuum. Furthermore, the ice mass
loss is divided by the time spent in the high vacuum regime to obtain an average vapor production
rate, and with the known exposed ice area the sublimation rate can be acquired.

4.3 RESULTS
Several cold plate experiments are conducted and the sublimation rate for each test is
determined. The experimental sublimation rate as a function of saturation temperature is presented
in Fig. 4-8 and compared with the Edgar Andres model [13]. The results showed a consistent
sublimation rate ranging between 4.5x10-5 and 7.5x10-5 kg/m^2s. The ice sublimation results are
an order of magnitude smaller than the prediction model. This is indicative that the model is
inaccurate and needs modification.

Figure 4-8: Sublimation rate as a function of saturation temperature comparing Edgar Andreas
prediction model to the ice sublimation results.
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A total of 5 tests are conducted under similar environmental conditions, but with varying
degrees of subcooling. Some images of the ice collection are shown in Fig 4-9. And reveals the
ice only grew in the allotted 40x40mm area which validates the cold plate design. A total of 40
watts is supplied to the thin film heater and successfully delaminates the collected ice with minimal
sublimation.

B.

A.

Figure 4-9: A) Frost growth on the cold plate surface. B) Thermal delamination harvests ice .
A maximum of 11.1 grams of water is deposited on the cold plate surface after 4 hours of
ice collection. The sublimated vapor supplied over the 4-hour tests was determined to be 13.3
grams which equates to an ice collection efficiency of 83.5%. Fig 4-10 shows the frost growth on
the cold plate at various time steps.
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Figure 4-10: A) Various stages of ice growth.
The thermal cycling damaged the heat flux sensor leaving some tests with unreasonable
heat flux values. The outliers are discarded in this section. An additional method for determining
heat flux is measuring the temperature drop across the cold plate block. The heat flux response is
plotted against time in Fig 4-11 to reveal the heat transfer rate from the vapor to the cold surface
over the course of a 4-hour test. Fig 4-11 presents the moment the cold plate is activated, the heat
deposited from the water vapor, and the moment the thin film heat is turned on to delaminate. The
average heat flux is found for each cold plate test during the ice growth period, and plotted against
its respective degree of sub cooling being the temperature difference between the cold plate surface
and the saturated temperature of the ice sample in Fig. 4-12 marked by blue dots. A trend line is
drawn to reveal the deposited heat flux is directly proportional to the degree of subcooling.
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Figure 4-11: Heat flux as a function of time.

Figure 4-12: Average heat flux as a function of degree of subcooling.
The average ice collection rate for each experiment is found and plotted against its
respective degree of subcooling. The maximum ice collection rate is 2.9 grams per hour on a
40x40mmm ice collection surface at a temperature of -165 C. No vapor deposition can occur when
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the cold plate is above the saturation temperature. The lowest ice collection rate seen is 1.3 grams
per hour which happens to have the lowest degree of subcooling experimented at 20 K. A trend
line is produced through the data to reveal a stagnation is ice growth when exceeding 50 degrees
of subcooling. Although it shall be mentioned that some of the tests conducted at the lower degrees
of subcooling were conducted for a shorter amount of time. After a certain ice thickness, the low
degree of subcooling was incapable of depositing the majority of the sublimated water vapor
provide resulting in an uncontrollable increase in chamber pressure. It was decided to delaminate
the ice prior to the environmental conditions changing, so Fig. 4-13 does not consider transient ice
growth rates

Figure 4-13: Average ice collection rate as a function of degree of subcooling
Frost density measurements are taken for three out of the 5 tests performed. A photograph
of the side profile of ice growth is taken the moment before delamination. A reference object with
known dimensions is used as a scale to measure he length, width and height of the ice block. The
mass of the ice from the load cell reading is divided by the volume to yield and average density.
The average frost density is plotted against its respective degree of subcooling and presented in
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Fig 4-14. Thibaut Brian studied frost deposition on cold surfaces in which the frost density
measurements are gathered in atmospheric conditions (Brian et al. 1970). He found frost density
depends greatly on the environmental conditions, time, and deposition temperature and typically
ranges from 50 to 680 kg.m^3. For short periods of frost growth, less than 3 hours, frost density
ranges from 50 to 100 kg/m3. There are similarities in frost growth densities between atmospheric
and vacuum pressure conditions indicated by the cold plate results in Fig 3-10. A maximum frost
density of 92 kg/m^3 is measured. A linear trend line is plotted through the data and reveals the
correlation between frost density and degree of subcooling

Figure 4-14: Average ice density as a function of degree of subcooling
4.4 SUMMARY
Ice collection experiments are continued to improve upon the 1st generation of ice
characteristic studies in a cryogenic vacuum environment. A cryogenic vacuum system is designed
specifically to find the correlation between ice collection rates and degree of sub cooling and also
vapor deposition heat flux. Ice data is collected in efforts to develop a high-capacity cryogenic
heat pipe with thermal delamination component. Tests are performed in cold vacuum at 2.0 × 1045
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Torr and -50 °C, to study ice growth rates, deposition heat flux, and the power and duration

requirements for delaminating ice. A maximum ice collection rate of 2.9 grams per hour is
observed on the 40mmx40mm cold plate for a subcooling of 95 K, and 7.5×10-5 kg/m2s
sublimation mass flux. The redesigned cold plate demonstrated a maximum ice collection
efficiency of 83% which a significant improvement from the 9.6% efficiency from the 1st
generation of ice collection. The 2nd generation cold plate tests collected a maximum of 11 times
that of the 1st generation. The correlation between vapor deposition heat flux and degree of
subcooling is found to be directly proportional. The maximum deposition heat flux seen is 6100
W/m2 which will be basis for designing the evaporator section of the engineered heat pipe. The ice
growth rates as a function of degree of subcooling appears to stagnate after 50 K subcooling. Some
ice density measurements are taken using a photograph scaling method to real max frost density
of 92 kg.m^3. Furthermore, this study experimentally demonstrates the concept of ice re-capture
in low pressure, and presents fundamental data for understanding ice film growth in cold vacuum.
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